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Executive Summary
PTC17 highlighted interesting parallels between technologies, particularly undersea cable
and satellite. Both face new projects coming online that dwarf existing capacity due to
new technology that is more efficient, often by orders of magnitude. This is resulting in
continued price decline. High volume customers are negotiating up-front contracts that
often leave marginal profit for operators and due to pricing uncertainly. And lenders are
requiring such take-or-pay contracts as a condition of financing in the face of uncertain
future pricing. Declining prices also means operators typically need to recover their
investment in the first few years of operation or take unpleasant write-offs. 5G technology
promises a similar capacity explosion on the wireless side. Interestingly, despite the
increasing importance of the hyper-scalers, and their increasing investment in the sector,
few were at the conference (although they were all rumored to be at the Metropolitan
Hotel where they were buying massive amounts of network capacity, but had little interest
in participating in the conference).
Not surprisingly, operators across the telecom ecosystem are adamant that demand is
increasing, cloud adoption is accelerating (with the increase from legacy enterprises and
the hundred or so unicorns) and more edge facility deployment is needed to reduce
network congestion and lower latency and enable new services. But is increased organic
demand driving the new supply? Or is technology-lead overcapacity and lower pricing is
causing users to find new ways to take advantage of lower priced data? The difference
may determine the lag-time for new projects to fill-up. But no doubt lower prices are
driving new volume growth and cannibalizing other segments of the economy (paid TV?
Computer hardware? Hotels? Taxi Drivers?).
While the conference attendees resisted the notion that we were in a supply bubble
similar to the 2000-era, most seemed to acknowledge that the next few years would be
more competitive and that the industry needed to work more creatively. Infrastructure
providers, in particular acknowledge the need to be more innovative. Hardware flexibility,
particularly software defined hardware was frequently cited and a way to increase
flexibility and to streamline various system upgrade paths, as well as dramatically
reducing costs. This network revolution has been driven by the hyper-scale providers.
Participants in all parts of the sector indicted an increased focus on customer support and
selling solutions as opposed to commodity service. This is likely to put pressure on 3rd
party systems integrators in all areas.
Cyber-security, big data, and artificial intelligence (AI) were also major conference topics.
Charles Fan, CTO of Cheetah Mobile, gave a particularly insightful talk on AI (see Day 2:
Section D, on page 29). Speakers repeatedly acknowledged the pressure to better mine
customer data on hand, and to protect customer privacy on the other, as well as the
surrounding legal, political and market issues related to customer data. Virtually every
legacy industry structure is set to be disrupted. As usual the regulatory construct will lag.
Summaries of the sessions I attended follow. As many were in parallel, I couldn’t attend
all of them.
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Summary Notes
I.

Day -1: Saturday, January 14, 2017
A. PTC Members Welcome Reception – Iolani Palace
•

Beautiful reception on the grounds of the former residence of the rulers of the
Kingdom of Hawaii from 1845 until 1893
o Quick tour of Palace followed by reception – photos below:
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II. Day 0: Sunday January 15, 2017 - Pre-Conference
Workshop Sessions
A. Submarine Cable Workshop 1: A Reality Check!
Paul McCain – Managing Director, McCain Consulting - MODERATOR
Wayne Neilson – Submarine Telecom Forum - North Atlantic Region
• Fiber to Europe running out of upgrade paths
• More in the plan – more route diversity
o Atlantic capacity more than doubling
o Planned MAREA system (160 Tbps) is 50% of existing capacity itself
• Financing Concerns
o AE Connect has refinanced twice
• OTTs are driving cables around the world – but for how long?
o Are able to negotiate contracts to their benefit
o Providers are locked into long marginally profitable deals on new systems
• In worst case, we are headed to overcapacity similar to 15 years ago
o Seeing some bankruptcy’s, mergers etc.
o In one of busiest time in the industry, but not clear on LT outlook
Erick Contag – Globenet - LatAm & Caribbean
• Miami is main connecting market
o Until recently, many Latin American countries were not connected
o 40% Y/Y growth
o IX datacenter deployment in Sao Paulo, Rio and (one other)
• 2016 – poor due to crash of oil prices
• 2017 now looking like GDP growth of ~2% in the region
• But Subscriber growth is much faster
• Massive expansion of submarine cables into Latin America from 2002 to 2018E
o Most are express systems to largest markets
§ Easier to upgrade (two pieces of Kit – one at each end)
o No building into Latin America until 2014, but many into Carribean
• Ability to fill has a lot to do with routes
o Governments want to get involved and have national pride
§ Avoid going to US
§ But hard to justify economically between countries
o US to Brazil route is slow to recover
• Want rational expansion to avoid pressures in the Atlantic route
• Most existing systems have no more than 20% utilization
o But will be out of capacity by 2023
o 40%/year growth, but a lot of it is OTT
§ 70% is on private networks
§ 30% is addressable by wholesaler networks
• US is still main hub, but IXs becoming important, OTTs driving demand and new
builds, slow recovery, pricing continues to erode, demand growing
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Loic Le Fur – Axion - Europe ME & Asia
• Low construction as continent are already equipped
o New builds driven by OTT needs
• EMEA: Mediterranean Sea
o Largely served by Asia-Europe highways
o Specific projects for southern countries that have not been hiked by SWW’s
• EMEA: West Africa
o Route from West Africa to Europe and S. Africa has been very active
§ Serves coastal routes of West Africa
§ Most countries are served by more than one system
o Demand from Africa to go the US and avoid Europe
§ New system from Africa to S. America (1st time)
• EAMA: East Africa
o Five New North-South projects announced – likely only one or two will be
built
§ DARE
§ Vodaphone
§ Liquide telecom
§ TSA
§ Another private one
o Economically poor region with limited demand relative to other parts of the
world
§ Capacity remains on existing cables
o Some smaller regional connecting routes
• EMEA: Middle East
o Two major new cables; SMWS (completed) and AAE-1 (almost finished)
o No new projects expected
Jonathan Kriegel, CEO Docomo Pacific - South Pacific and Oceana
• Seeing 40% demand growth
• Traffic still goes to N. America, but more traffic in Asia Pacific region is staying in
the region
• Trans-Pacific – OTT’s are driving the demand and growth of new systems
o Account for about 1/3 of lit demand in trans-pacific region
• Significant new capacity is being added
o Four new cross-pacific lines added
§ Most new growth in 15 years
o China-US is being decommissioned, but new systems above provide lots of
net new capacity
§ Demand driven from demand for route diversity, video growth etc.
o Guam and Hawaii becoming major hubbing locations
• Regional systems growing rapidly
o 8 new expected to go live in 2 years
o Pacific island nations actively seeking cable connectivity
o Most regional systems need World Bank and ABB
o Over 20 being discussed
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Kent Bressie, Harris Wilshire & Grannis - Regulatory
• One year delays are standard for FCC and security agencies (DHS and DoJ)
• Requests for temporary authority are becoming common
• Never have there been more pending applications
o More in the pipeline
• Always focus on hardware, but now more on software
o Concerns about who might have access to network
§ Est w/r/t to Chinese equipment
• Tech companies more willing to push back on govt agencies with respect to
government surveillance
o OTT providers have pushed hard to transparency w/r/t gov’t data request
etc.
o Legal systems outside the US and Europe may be less transparent
• Expansion of marine protected areas (MPAs) creates some uncertainty, but no
fundamental impact yet
o US – new national monuments – off Hawaii;
o Canada – off Nova Scotia costs
o Mexico – three in Pacific Ocean and Caribbean sea
o So far, none exempts submarine cable
o All of above raise jurisdictional issues related to law of the sea and ability to
regulate far off-coast
Yves Ruggeri, Pres., SubOptic Exec Committee & VP Orange
• SubOptic 2016 in Dubai. Next in 2019 in New Orleans (April 8-11) hosted by Ciena
Corp
• 2017 – launching trade association with working groups and educational groups
• General assembly of association planned for ITIW show in Chicago in May
• www.suboptic.org

B. Submarine Cable Workshop 2: The Many Keys to Global Network
Security
Elaine Stafford – Managing Partner, The David Ross Group -- MODERATOR

Amy Marks - President and Owner, XSite Modular
• Site security
o Physical: ballistic rated, forced entry, indirect mortar;
o Electronic: Access control (retinal scanners, cards, video surveillance etc) is
imperative, anti-surveillance including frequency blocking, secure front haul;
o Operational security: processes in place, checking locks, local; and
construction, practice with local law enforcement
• Natural disaster protection
o Fire, lightning etc. (lighting is big as is fire – need noncombustible
materials);
o 150 mph wind, or even higher;
NOTICE: These notes were taken live at the Pacific Telecommunications Council (“PTC”) 2017 Conference. They are
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o Need to have good location including seismic requirements, flood zone
lines etc.;
o Redundant and optimized AC, redundant generators, fuel storage etc.
OTTs are used to secure facilities and put down requirements
Don’t see data centers and landing station in the same location, but it may be
possible

Alice Shelton - Technical Are Manager, Alcatel-Lucent Submarine Networks
• No stringent RFP requirements to date such as encryption, data tap monitoring,
o Some demands for anti-virus software – needs constant updating
o Exceptions from Israel and India driven by national requirements
• Network management systems is obvious threat
o Should be no external access to network management system
o Should be a closed private network that is hardened
o SS/L encryption etc.
• Security of traffic – usually in RFP to ensure traffic does not end-up in wrong place
• Security is getting better, including better password security
Catherine Creese - Director, US Naval Seafloor Cable Protection Office
• Increased focus on cable at the federal level (CSRIC)
o More laws to protect cables
o FCC taking a more viable role in cable protection
o Partially due to increased awareness of special relationships of different
geographical areas
• Almost all human-caused damage to cable is unintentional
o Need better information but not too much to ocean users such as fisherman
– can’t get data back once it’s released
Susannah Larson – Associate, Harris Wilshire Grannis
• Two parts of regulation
o Initial National Security Review; and
o Ongoing security review
• Team telecom(the FCC) is responsible for review in US
o Lots of review about who will have access to physical infrastructure, remote
access, contractors, software etc.
o Then mitigation discussion and ongoing compliance requirement
§ May be formal reporting requirement or informal assurances
§ Reporting may include training policies, incident reports, changes to
equipment, personnel, SES outage requirement etc.
§ Usually have an audit requirement for a 3rd party to audit
• May also have a gov’t agency onsite visit to inspect physical
access, equipment.
• May include sites out of US as well
§ Have export control issues as well for “dual use” equipment
§ Gov’t has two minds relative to encryption
• Want secure data, but want access themselves
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Yai Liu - VP Global Business Development, ChinaCache International Holdings
• China is adding a data security regulations and wants to align with international
standards
• To get Internet content into China need have
o Website located in China and ICP certification
o To have commercial activity, you need a license as well – 3 main agencies
§ Cyberspace Administration
§ Ministry of Industry & Information Technology (MIIT)
§ State Administration of Press, Publication, Radio Film and Television
(SAPPRFT)
§ Other agencies if securities issues
o No Internet exchange in Mainland China
§ Need to work with three Chinese operators
§ Need to work with submarine operators
• Mobile payments are more common in China – need lots of security
• Cloud and CVN services are becoming more important
o Internet exchange is being built to connect service providers and content
providers
Panagiota Bosdogainni – Technology Director, OTEGLOBE
• Need consortium of submarine network operators
o To standardize security processes, procedures and governance
o To handle and document issues
• No independent body to review and document security issues
• No standardized industry best practices

C. Industry Briefings 1
Barry Brown – Professor Emeritus, University of Saskatchewan - MODERATOR
Chip Yorkgitis – Partner, Kelley, Drye & Warren
Jay Christiansen – Senior Director, Global Business Development, Hostway
Volodymyr Chornodolsky – Account Executive, Mapcom Systems
Nan Chen – President, MEF
Pascal Menezes – CTO, MEF
Chip Yorkgitis - Spectrum presentation
• More radio spectrum three tools to increase capacity, bits per second per hertz per
unit area
o Cell splitting (densify)
o More bits/hz with technology
o Or more spectrum, are there existing users?
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Spectrum sharing becoming popular around the world, around the 3.5 to 4.2 GHz
range, U.S. still working through it, but popular in China, Japan, U.K etc. has
become important. Every country sharing is uniquely structured.
o Sharing in the U.S. some funding available for band relocation, as part of
spectrum pipeline act. Mobile Now act wants to make more spectrum
available, didn’t pass last year, but was just reintroduced with a focus on
sharing and codifies the 2010 goal for another 255 GHz available by
2020.
o Sharing methods are many and increasingly complex
§ Goal is to increase utilization in both space and time, but certain of
capacity to end users decline as systems become more complex.
§ 3.5 ghz three tiers of use-government legacy users, and two new
tiers that are subordinated by 1) auction the licenses; 2)
unlicensed. Licenses are only 3 year terms and just based on
census tracts. A lot of work left to start the auction, last December
approved 7 spectrum access systems conditionally, and needs to
develop sharing protocols and establish the auction rules, also need
equipment specs. A lot of skepticism around the FCC systems.
§ 2.3 GHz band is working in Europe, but a very different system
incumbent sublicenses the spectrum to whoever wants it. But each
national administrator manages this.
o FCC commissioner has worked rapidly on above 24 GHz spectrum has
initiated a procedure for another 18 GHz of spectrum, a lot of spectrum
available above this and sharing likely makes a lot of sense.

Jay Christensen--How telcos can add VAS to grow
• Hostway does domain registration up to managed services and security services
including Samsung, fox, Verizon, Comcast, ctl, spectrum.
o Primarily Hosting services with delivery mechanisms and support that is
second to none through partners.
• Customers can soon get broadband over wireless through 5G so $69 that carriers
have gotten for wired broadband will be under pressure. Need more VAS
• VAS 1.0-domain name, email, website, 2.0 is cRM, security, fax as a service,
email marketing, encryption, cloud hosting, archiving, e commerce, pro services,
cloud storage, social media manager, migration services, ad engine, site builder,
managed service,
• Uses OX half the cost of office 365,
• Social clime is a customer review generation tool (85% of searches are on mobile
devices now and a key driver is independent customer review and can drive it by
15x)
• Yola integrates with clime, it is a very easy way to build a website and can grow
with the small business.
• Has to grow with the customer that is the Hostway Partner Program, provide sales
training, support training.
Volodymyr Chornodolsky—How to create efficiencies for telco providers
• 40 years in the business, Mapcom, VOS solutions,
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customer centric approach to develop software at logical and physical level.
Solutions for workforce management.
P3P is a mindset—plant, people, processes, need to look at all three in
combination.

Pascal Menezes,
• Worked on Skype for Business, now at MEF the CTO, dynamic Third Network
Services for the Digital economy/hyper-connected world.
• New digital economy has appeared-direct now, connected cars, aI etc. driving
digital economy.
o MEF is a key forum since 2000--MEF created a carrier Ethernet market
since 2000 a $80 billion carrier market with over 210 members, mostly
service providers.
§ Creating the third network, or network as a service (agile, assured,
orchestrated) to guarantee and automate apps.
• Now still use B2B routing have not created a modern fabric yet, so how to
modernize to new business Internet (take native cloud and move to the service
provider networks the cloud guys have already done this stuff).
• Need intelligent bandwidth (secure, support every application should be able to
see how the applications are performing to be flexible)
• Lifecycle service orchestration and open APIs—machines communicating between
operators
• Goal is how to take applications running the cloud to orchestrate through open
APIs
• At the same state as 1960s when SS7 was developed to use machines to
orchestrate (this came from cloud operators who use software to provision services
without people all done with software).
• Moving to NFV and then SDN to control the NFV

D. Lunch Panel: More Capacity? Do We Build or Buy?
Ed McCormick – Senior International Advisor, Ciena - MODERATOR
• Consensus that revenue is growing 40% annually
Eric Handa, - CEO, APT Telecom
• Helps developing countries get reimbursement for telecom infrastructure projects
• 53% of world does not have internet connectivity
• Can sell capacity on spot market to cover opX
o Need to get capx back in 36 months or less
o it’s very hard to ever get that back
o Need to recognize that loss and sell to cover future opX
Randy Neales – Principle, Technical Business Development, Amazon
• Participate in new cables where it makes sense
• Excited about new cable to Australia
• Amazon does not have legacy network
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o Focus on customers and work back to network demands
o At PTC to engage the industry and find best approaches
Jeff McHardy – Telstra
• Using existing inventory vs new build
o Future is in open consortium basis
o Want to be able to upgrade as customer demand asks
o Linking to terrestrial network is important
o New networks need to easily integrate into existing network
• Partners in consortium are important
o Are they moving in more flexible model
o How do we move legacy investments to more flexible local approach to they
can sell services to every point
o Need to consider potential partner’s balance sheets and what they can
contribute
Frank Rey – Director, Global Network Acquisition Group, Microsoft
• Supply side is in a “feast period”
o Will likely continue for next two years
• Existing systems also have value esp. given the time to market for new systems
Michael Rieger - VP Sales and Bus. Dev., TE Sub Com
• Three Business Models
o Resale model – need to assume longer revenue ramp-up
o Presale
o Organic use
• The longer it takes to ramp-up the harder the business model
• New builds different;
o Tend to go direct to data center
o Network is less the service than applications that are running on it
• Projects have tighter time-lines etc now
o Customers want greater flexibility
Rajesh Kheny – Lead, Program Management, Submarine Cable, Facebook
• Need to look at long-term demands
o Can’t just look 2 years ahead
o Does new build fill long-term needs and give best cost/technology benefit?

E. TeleGeography International Trends Workshop
Jonathan Hjembo - Senior Analyst, TeleGeography
• Operating Trends
o IP growing 30% globally, 25% in US and Europe, 45% in Asia as measured
at major interconnection hubs
o Content providers/hyper-scalers moving closer to the network edge
o 8 new data centers in 2016; 24 more on schedule to deploy over next year
o IX operators trying capture demand at minor nodes
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§ Primary and secondary markets are important for capturing demand
o About 50% of colocation floorspace is usable
§ ~3.5 million sq. ft. usable in New York and London
§ ~2.0 million sq. ft. usable in San Francisco, Hong Kong and
Singapore
§ ~1.6 million sq. ft. usable in Frankfurt
§ Major markets growing at ~8% annually, but lots of variation
Merger trends
o Equinix bought, Bit Isle (Dec 2015); Telecity (January 2016) and Verizon
(pending)
o Want to be positioned where content is connecting to ihauls
o Are carriers getting out of colos?
§ Verizon, Centurylink, AT&T and Windstream
Pricing (per Kilowatt on a 4-kilowatt density)
o European pricing is higher than in the US ($275 vs. $360)
o Asian prices seem a bit higher than even European pricing, but the data is
not good
Pricing (Cross Connects)
o Ethernet rates are higher in Europe, but lower than fiber rates elsewhere
o Fiber rates are 5x higher in US than in Europe, but variance within markets
Not much in terms of expected price movement over the next years – stable

Brianna Boudreau – Senior Analyst, TeleGeography
• 100G is new 10G
• What you pay depends on what you buy
• Global pricing is gradually converging
o 10G prices declined 23% annually since 2013
o Higher priced routes are declining faster (LA to Tokyo down from
$25/month to $10k/month)
• Backhaul prices aren’t falling as much as wet capacity and vary more
• Local access also varies dramatically making long-haul vs. access as a portion of
total costs very different
• 100G service is becoming standard and better pricing 4-7x the price for 10x the
capacity
• Global IP transit prices vary from $0.25/MB in NY to $7 in Singapore
• Circuit pricing is often the largest part of the cost
• Content providers are removing a large portion of the customer base
o Makes the rest of the market extremely competitive
Tim Stronge- VP Research, TeleGeography – Submarine Cable: Are We In a New
Bubble?
• Lots of new capacity
o Potential irrational exuberance
o Looks a lot like 2001 when most of industry investment was written-off with
bankruptcies
§ This allowed pricing to go even lower
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Wholesalers now in market – same kind of growth as during bubble
o But underwritten by large content providers
§ They have a realistic view of demand
o Cost of cable lays has gone down
§ Simpler systems
§ Cheaper to lay cable
Scope for price declines
o Projections in 2001 did not see shifting of industry underneath them
o 2015 had 140 Terabytes of capacity vs 50 terabytes of usage
o Technological innovation hit sector in 2009 that increased capacity
§ Expect 500 terabytes in about 5 years
In last bubble, we saw shift from STM1 to 10G waves
o STM1 pricing moved in that direction of 10G
Demand makes prices cheaper as it pushes to cheaper economies of scale
o Going to push some prices of smaller systems below their cost points
o Economies of scale don’t fall as much with largest systems due to costs up
upgrading –
§ Puts limit to cost and price over time
Sees downside, but not like 15 years ago
o Risk of bubble in certain markets, but not widespread
o Original bubble was by 3rd party resellers that went bankrupt and price
plummeted to near marginal cost
§ Now networks are being built by hyper-scalers
o Initial cost of cables 17 years ago was $20 billion over two years
§ Now spending $6 billion over three years
o Now $2200 per 10G transatlantic wave/month
§ At 20% annual decline = ~ $500 in 2022
Internet backbone is minority of usage – most on private networks
o Growing 50%-60% per year
o At this rate, we are out of capacity by 2021

F. Key Business & Legal Issues Associated with Delivering Content
to Edge
Kemal Hawa – Partner, Greenberg Taurig - MODERATOR
Andrew Schaap – Senior VP, Digital Realty
• Edge is becoming closer to each user as content is being produced by more
people
• Connected cars will generate a lot of traffic
• New technology and new user behavior can make established business models
obsolete quickly
o Need to watch customer behavior and application development closely
o Different use cases coming from different verticals
• Most suppliers and customers and looking for futureproofing with datacenter deals
o Datacenters are being asked to do things that carriers used to do
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Frank Rey – Director, Global Network Acquisition Network, Microsoft
• More non-traditional people are starting to get landing rights
o Major carriers are less interested in operating landing stations as they are
focused on their wireless businesses
• Can often select a building where the peering networks are all already located
• Main product is Express Route – a platform to connect customer to their Azure (sp)
cloud service
o Usually just a handful of racks
• Edge is becoming a moving target – connected cars and connected cows
(Armand’s comment yes, he said “connected cows”)
• Agrees that customer demands dictate network structure
• Lots of qualitative operational differences in different regions and network history
o E.g. More fiber cuts in US than Europe
Don MacNeil – CTO EdgeConneX
• As more traffic passed over Internet backbone, more can be offloaded and cached
o Also reduces latency
• Work with anchor customer to build caching locations
o Typically located at periphery of town
• Need to be in a location where you are part of the ecosystem to more peering
closer to eyeballs
o Want to be lowest latency to majority of population
§ Especially important with IOT
• Internet can’t cope with traffic being placed on it and so using caching to help
reduce load
Nigel Bayliff – CEO, Acqua Comms
• Deals need to make cable business plan work
o Everyone becomes a partner
o Earliest ones are the most important
• Owner of landing site depends on situation
o Often large carrier who has license
o No single model anywhere in the world
• Capacity planning is hard
o Need to buy as flexible as possible
o No ideal solution/location – need to consider a number of tradeoffs
§ Resilience vs. latency
• Latency often means going over shallow water where it is
more dangerous
• Atlantic cycles are 2-5 years
o New a new set of building
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G. Tim and Armand’s Hawaiian Shirt Shopping Trip
•

Oppenheimer’s Tim Horan and Summit Ridge Group founder Armand Musey led a
group of industry executives on a Hawaiian Shirt shopping trip. Sample results of
the trip are pictured below:

Above left – Traditional shirt from Noa Noa; Above right – Colorful scarf from Jams World

H. Opening Reception
•

Held after Tim and Armand’s Hawaiian shirt shopping trip on the Great Lawn at the
Hilton Hawaiian Palace
o New Orleans theme – see photo below
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III. Day 1 (Monday January 15, 2016): Keynote Addresses
A. Introductory Remarks
Sharon Nakama – CEO, Pacific Telecommunications Council
• PTC is celebrating 40th anniversary next year
o New logo and website
o Showed fancy new PTC intro video
• Will be using digital Poken at this and other PTC events
o Facilitates business card exchange and presentation distribution
o (Armand’s comment: I hope this does not mean I’ll be getting a lot of spam)
Anthony Rossabi – President and Board of Directors, PTC; Managing Director,
Digital Realities
• 2082 attendees – exceeds last year’s record
• Enjoy and network

B. 5G Era: Rethinking Fundamentals
Harvey Freeman - President IEEE - INTERVIEWER
Chih-Lin I – Chief Scientist, Wireless Technologies, China Mobile Research Institute
• New emerging opportunities
o Driverless cars – huge revolutionary opportunity
o Smart homes
o Virtual reality/augmented reality
• China has 30% of 4G sub in the world
• Moving to VoLTE and 60 MHz carrier channel
• Industry is not in good health
o Limited to no growth
o Revenue growth may go negative
• OTT is growing
o Also better margins
o And better market value – 20-30x profit vs 10x profit for most wireless
companies
• China Mobile traffic growth 10,000x over 10 years
o Need more investment, but limited growth to support investment
§ Takes years to implement changes vs. an immediate download to
quickly upgrade an OTT product
• Wireless sector needs to “go soft” to it can upgrade quickly and be more agile
• Need to rethink fundamentals to make model work
o RAN
o AI (Air Interface)
o Business model
o Implementation of Shannon’s law
o Big Data
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•
•

o SDOs
Not all 5G AI objectives need to be met objectively
o Need a clever interface that has commonalities with various technologies
SDX – End to End

C. The Business Case for Sustainable Development Goals
Tara Giunta – Partner, Paul Hastings – INTERVIEWER
Malcolm Johnson – Deputy Secretary-General, ITU
•

•
•

•

SDG – Sustainable Development Goals
o Apply to all countries to be me by 2030
§ End poverty, hunger, have quality education for all, health care etc.
o Even developed countries aren’t near meeting them
§ All countries will submit reports as to their progress
o Will take a lot of information technology to get their
§ Example one goal is to cut automobile deaths by 50%
§ Need to increase connectivity
§ 2 out of 3 in Pacific Region are not connected
§ 85% of people in 48 least developed countries are not connected
Need more ICT spectrum to meet objectives
o May need to take from other uses
o Want it globally harmonized to get economies of scale an interoperability
Top sustainability is no poverty – 2B people without a bank account
o But 1.6B of them have mobile accounts! (Armand’s comment – this does not
seem right – I may have misheard, but in India the Gov’t is forcing welfare
benefits to be collected through mobile devices to limit fraud)
o Trying to develop standards to digital mobile banking to increase inclusion
§ Want 1.5 billion more people with bank accounts by 2030
Infrastructure is the largest challenge in Asia Pacific region
o Need to show people benefits of connecting (Armand’s comment: This seems
to suggest that in some areas the telecom industry need to develop market as
opposed to meet demand)
§ Need relevant content in the local language

D. Next Generation Satellite Connectivity
Chris Baugh – President, NSR – MODERATOR
• Half a dozen new constellations are planned
Mark Rigolle – CEO, LeoSat Enterprises
• Planned Ka-band spotbeam satellite constellation
o Inter-satellite links
o Plugs into terrestrial network
o Cellular backaul, gov’t etc.
o Move large amount of data around the world
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Bob Brumley – CEO, Laser Light Communications, LLC
• Planned MEO constellation
o 200 Gbps inter-satellite link
o Full system is meshed
o COTS satellites
o Ball aerospace is developing laser heads

Where is the demand for all of these systems?
•

•

Rigolle
o New markets and in places where applications aren’t now possible
o Expand market and enable things that aren’t now possible
o Negligible cannibalization
Brumley
o Lots of demand growth that is stressing existing infrastructure
o In a convergence period between satellite and terrestrial
§ Want to lead part of this convergence

Is there enough demand for all new entrants?
•

•

Rigolle
o LeoSat is O3B on steroids
o Can go from Hawaii to London with one hop and no interconnectivity on ground
§ Clearly is a market for this
o Not trying to connect the unconnected
§ Let telcos do this and we’ll handle the backhaul
Brumley
o Need to understand customer need
o New LEOs and GEOs need to look at where customer is and what the
agreements are
o Need to be able to finance these projects by showing evidence of demand

What will hardware look like?
•

•

Rigole
o Almost any tracking antenna will work
o Phased array antennas will provide upside in terms of market extension
when it becomes available (Armand’s comment: Development of
commercially viable phased array antennas appear critical to satellite
industry, particularly for services targeting mass markets)
Brumley
o 96%-97% COTS
o Most R&D is going to terrestrial nodes
§ Being built by L-3
• Have 3 laser heads that track satellites over the horizons
§ Real money is where customer interacts with network – ground
equipment

Applications – value of low latency?
•

Rigolle
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Data you can drive over a link is impacted by latency
5G requires less latency than 4G and less than GEO can offer today
Low latency is important for high frequency trading
High security as signal is passed via inter-satellite links and can go from
roof-top to roof-top
Brumley
o Latency also depends on where you measure it from
§ Last mile latency can be large
§ We can go straight on the roof and avoid last mile latency due to
switching onto other networks
o Security is a bigger issue
o
o
o
o

•

Regulatory and GEO opposition?
•

•

Rigolle
o Do not need gateways in each country as most will go direct to the end
o Maybe 10% will be terminated to Internet
§ Can use gateway outside country
o May need to build unneeded gateways to get licenses
o Can reroute traffic to avoid GEO interference
§ Not a problem
Brumley
o Opitcal is at 196.5 THz
§ No ITU authority above 400 GHz
§ So its considered unlicensed and has minimal regulatory issues with
FCC and OfCom
§ Have safety – pilots, birds etc.
o Laser clearing house to make sure optical communications don’t interfere
o GEO complaints is not interference but competition for spectrum

Launch Date?
•
•

Rigole
o Start 2020
Brumley
o Done 30 months from January
o 1st satellites in 2019 and done in 2020

(Armand’s comment: Demand explanations seemed a bit vague, maybe due to
format/time constraints)

E. Assumption, New Realities: Policies for New Business Models in
a Converged World?
(Armand’s comment: This session was a knife fight)

Robert Pepper – Head of Global Connectivity Policy & Planning, Facebook –
MODERATOR
•

Not a lot of clarity are to role of FCC, FTC and DoJ with respect to dealing with
potentially ant-competitive issues
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Rick Whitt – Corporate Director, Strategic Initiatives, Google Access Team,
Google
•
•

•

Traditionally spectrum was licensed exclusively
How do we address spectrum resources in situation of scarcity?
o Dynamic access, shared access etc.
§ Spectrum access system (SAS) allows for this sharing
o 3.5 GHz plans are an example
§ Potential to use elsewhere
Slippery slope between adjudication and rule making – all involve some of the
other
o FTC has consumer protection and some anti-trust
§ All adjudication
§ Most edge provider complaints are resolved here
o FCC is more a of rulemaking – spectrum allocation etc.
o DoJ is traditional anti-trust agency

Hal Singer – Principal, Economists Incorporated
•

•
•

Preferences
o Need to do away with ex-ante prohibitions
o Prefer an ex-post analysis of problems
o Rules need to be symmetrical
o Can’t rely on anti-trust rules to protect edge providers
§ Court moves far too slowly
Has different ideas of ex-post than Tom Wheeler
o Prefers a fact finder to make a determination than a bureaucrat making a
determination as to whether it violates some set of rules
One forum would help reach consensus among all parts of the ecosystem

(Armand’s comment: it seems dealing with issues ex-post if often to late given the
speed of the legal/regulatory bureaucracy)
Seiji Takagi – Director General for International Affairs, Global ICT Strategy
Bureau, Ministry of Internal Affairs and Communications (MIC) Japan
•

Role of regulation in Japan is somewhat different
o Ministry needs to be proactive and less reactive to provide new services
o Net neutrality is different – US system is more advanced
o No signs of unfair treatment yet

F. New Data Center Dynamics
Jonathan Atkin – Managing Director, RBC Capital Markets, LLC – MODERATOR
Paul Szurek – President & CEO, CoreSite
•

Focused on 8 markets/metro areas in the USA
o The 8 large markets – 27% of US GDP
o Customers want high quality provider neutral data centers
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•
•
•
•

Lots of outsourcing as a result of the cloud
o People want flexible co-location data center
Big education process – need to know enterprises well enough as to when they
might need to make a decision
Entitlements are getting harder in coast markets
o Need to be more pro-active in how construction is approached
Some hyper-scalers may want to control data centers as well but not seeing that
yet

(Armand’s comment: As hyper-scalers’ investments get larger, we might expect them
to get increasingly involved in operational issues across the board)
Steve Smith – CEO & President, Equinix
•
•
•

•

•
•

•

•
•

9,000 customers
o Global customers who want to deal with one provider
All is going to software
o More components of IT are going to software
o Mostly enterprise driven
Customers have people, data etc. all over the world and Equinix need to have
locations to service them given latency issues etc.
o Not in a lot of tier 2 markets – may need to add some as the edge moves
around
§ Will look at evolution of the market
o Emerging markets are likely next steps
Try to interconnect datacenters and “land bank” to avoid risking not having
capacity
o Build up in tight metro areas
o Build out in areas with more land
Never want to go dark – Need
More undersea cable laid in 2016 than in prior 5 years
o Sponsored by Apple, Facebook etc.
o Not enough capacity to pass this through
§ Need to store on more local clouds
o Can land cables a few kilometers inland in datacenters in many cases
Hyper-scalers are using Equinix – they are so spread-out that they aren’t likely to
run their own data centers
o But have their own server farms
o Go to market for colo etc
Bought 29 data centers from Verizon mostly in Latin America
o Added 3 new markets – Houston, Col Pepper, and Bogeta
o Increases interconnection density
Integrations going on in Japan and Europe
o Will be adding more to get scale

Bill Stein – CEO, Digital Reality Trust
•

Local business in the power/interconnect space
o Allow customers to expand
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•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

•

o 2,000 customers, 140 markets
o Investment grade debt
Cloud is still in early stage
IOT is very early
Autonomous driving will be a big generator of data
Acquiring land, entitling it etc. is critical part of the business
o Can build a shell in 9-12 months
o A bit longer for multi shell
o Finished data center 3-4 months afterwards
Do site prep for entire campus as the start, so new shells can be added quickly
Customers want to control path and land in carrier neutral facility
Need to power servers and given the order of magnitude, power is very important
o Customers are buying access to megawatts
Finance influences hyper-scalers to lease as opposed to investing capital and
waiting for them to fill-up
(Armand’s comment: Interesting, but is there a material difference to infrastructure
providers? If hyper-scalers are taking long-term leases for large amounts of
capacity, they are effectively buying large chunks of the networks and are likely to
seek to exert their influence)
Bought properties from Equinix to expand telex platform
o Has been a fragmented industry that is maturing
o Likely to see more consolidation going forward

Craig Scroggie – CEO and Executive Director, NEXTDC
•

•
•
•

Australia’s largest data center
o 5 facilities and building 3 new ones
o 700 enterprise customers
o Getting to 200 megawatts
o Hybrid
§ Cloud is focus from wholesale market
§ Sell at wholesale level via resellers
Demand growth is strong
Complexity of networks is less, but complexity of integration is still high
o A single enterprise customer may have 4 or 5 solution providers
Can’t approach small markets like large ones
o Need to deploy on a smaller scale

G. Satellite Lunch
Peter Jackson - CEO PJSquare Ltd, former CEO AsiaSat – MODERATOR
Jacques Breton - SVP Sales & Bus Dev, Arianspace, France
Dawn Harms - VP Global Sales & Marketing, Boeing Satellite Systems
Tim Logue - Senior Director, Marketing & Sales, Thales Alenia Space
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Ted McFarland - VP, Commercial Satellite Systems, Orbital ATC
Daryl Mossman – VP, Marketing & Sales, Space Systems Loral
Mandy Vaughn – Senior Director, Bus Dev & Mission Mgmt, Virgin Galactic
•

Broad ranging discussion about the evolution and challenges in the satellite
industry
o Trends to more flexible satellite – digital payloads
o Lower pricing
o Need to know customers better etc.

•

(Armand’s comment: Innovation seemed to be defined as catching-up to the
current leader as opposed to doing something new. Most real innovation in the
sector seems to come from outside entrants or players in adjacent areas such as
SpaceX, ViaSat etc.)
Technology is developing such that satellites are often obsolete by the time they
are launched
Discussion of the potential for flat panel antennas
o Can open consumer markets if they can avoid truck roll
§ Not ready yet – maybe in a few years
§ Don't work as well at high latitudes
General acknowledgement that the industry is getting tougher and that it needs to
become more flexible and adaptive to customers’ business needs etc.

•
•

•

H. Submarine Cable Developments
John Hibbard – CEO Hibbard Consulting - MODERATOR
Karthik Kailasam – Director, Integrated Modular Solutions for North America,
Vertiv – Formerly Emerson Network Power
•

Can use modular engineering at landing stations
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•
•

o Can reduce real estate footprint
o Can deploy faster
Can ramp-up capacity as cable fills-up
Hard to scale a brick and mortar facility
o 18 months to build a shell
o Modular can do it in a few months

Wayne Dietrich – Chief Sales Officer, Cologix
•
•
•
•

Neutral data center in Jacksonville
o A crossroads with traffic from Atlanta, Miami etc
o Less likely to be hit with Hurricane
Caribbean association of banks traverses 18 countries
85 tbps capacity
Cable Links
o Pacific Caribbean Cable Systems
o South American Pacific Link (3Q 2018)
§ Wil connects into Asia and Australia

Tony Frisch – SVP Repeaters and Branching Unit, Xtera Communications, Inc.
•

How to reduce cost of cable system
o Larger system is only cheaper if you can sell it all
o High resistance vs. Low resistance fiber for short links
o Can use “spectrum sharing” on a single strand fiber
o Looking at shorter life-time – 15 year vs. 30 year
§ May risk reliability
o Other ideas
§ More capacity bandwidth – 8QAM to 16QAM -- need more power
• 2x more capacity, need 7bd more OSNP
• Need more standard repeaters or high bandwidth
§ Hard to get extra 7dn on long haul – better to get high bandwidth
repeaters
o Most possibilities have risks that are hard to quantify
o More bandwidth is less expensive than 8/16QAM
o Extending system to data center saves money

Hugh McGarry – CEO, Garnet Consulting
•

•

Alternative funding & Institutional Model
o In islands, the digital divide is growing
o Funding
§ Capital - $20-40M
§ Project costs $1m -$2m
§ IRU Purchase $2m -$3m
§ Initial Revenue Lag - $1m - $2m
High capital costs, and low demand --> zero commercial business case
o New funds from a multi-lateral
o Gov’t run teleco’s don’t work well
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•
•

o Maybe some local equity from local carriers
o Low risk as there is unlikely to be a second competitor
o Donor funding may allow for some commercial lending
Need big group to put the who thing together
Will be all kinds of operating restrictions to preserve security
o No asset sales etc.

(Armand’s comment: Submarine trends discussed in this session were remarkably
similar to trends in the satellite industry)

I. Business Data Services: Market Realities
Sherrese Smith – Partner, Paul Hastings – MODERATOR
•

Network operators’ liability is not as big in the US
o Mostly based on violation standards of service

Peter Feldman – CEO & Principal, DataGryd Data Centers
•

•
•
•

Looking for ways to get money from customers
o IT centric customers need high powered servers
o Want to be nimble – but being nimble has a cost
o Most important to be able to deliver before an idea becomes stale
People use wireless networks for mission critical data with Smartphones etc.
o Opens risk factor
§ Goes through multiple networks and technology
No real regulation around security
Will see data center shifts more to services in short to mid-term

Barry Tishgart – VP Comcast Technology Solutions
•
•
•
•
•

40% growth is not slowing
Security is biggest concern
o Smaller businesses are relying on cloud
o Can they handle the relevant issues?
Mobile is great – but it creates risk
o Not as reliable
Lots of training around security for business customers
CPPNI rules apply only to certain entities –
o Much of security is based on a competitive position etc. and look to
regulated industries as the standard

Eric Liu – SVP Global Wholesale Business, China Unicom Global Limited
•
•
•
•
•

Biggest issue is lack of experience in handling business data as a service
Regulatory situation is getting more strict
Privacy regulation is fairly developed in China (Armand’s comment: Really?)
China service provides invest a lot to prevent fraud –
o New cyber security law will take effect soon
Looking for open collaboration among all market players to resolve problems
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J. Denton’s Annual Abalone Dinner
•
•
•

Annual private dinner hosted by Denton’s (Del Smith and Liz Evans)
Exceptional collection of industry folks and great food – one of Waikiki’s best
restaurants
Dinner conversation
o Debated with Ted McFarland (Orbital ATK) about why GoGo airplane Wi-Fi
only worked on part of my flight to Honolulu and coverage beams of various
transpacific satellites
o Debated with Del Smith about the merits of various models of vintage
Triumph cars
o The lack of Uber at the Honolulu airport was also a topic of discussion
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IV. Day 2 (Tuesday January 17, 2017)
A. Evolving Network and Content Strategies
Steven McClelland – Founder PMP - MODERATOR
Erik Klinker – CEO & Co-founder, Resilio Inc.
•

•
•
•

Able to work around network with peer to peer to find underutilized capacity in the
network
o Turn underutilized capacity into valuable used capacity
o Try to stay out of policy debates and just be a techie
o Grew out of BitTorrent days
Technology has made content more readily available but still places for BitTorrent
to be relevant in areas where networks are unreliable
Sees future satellite broadband as exciting
Tremendous opportunity to connect more people to Internet over time

Dave Temkin – VP, Global Networks, Netflix
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Can make big video launches work
See ebbs and flows but as more “flows” they are building ahead to make sure
infrastructure is in place
o Have detailed forecasting system in place
Continue to invest in better encoding technologies to use capacity more efficiently
o 4K encoding is now possible under 20 mbps with dynamic compression
Brazil has been a good market for Netflix – same land area size as the US
o Other emerging markets will have growth
o Challenges with some of the infrastructure
Need to see more caching at the edge
DVDs were only an interim step for Netflix to find net development
Sees potential for satellite delivery over time
o More rapid deployment is critical – likes SpaceX

(Armand’s comment: If hyper-scalers like Netflix begin distributing in developing
regions via next-generation satellite networks, it would be a huge boon for the satellite
sector)
•
•

Buys very little submarine capacity and unlikely to buy more -- focused on last mile
access
Looking forward to being more involved in content production and development
decisions

B. The Changing Realities of the Cloud
Joe Weinman – Author Cloudonomics and Digital Disciplines - MODERATOR
•

Network service providers are limited in ability to use personal info
o But OTT players have more flexibility
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(Armand’s comment: The constraints faced by network service providers in using
personal data verses the freedoms the OTT providers has and the perceived
unfairness was a recurring theme)
•

Moving from dumb networks, to software defined networks to self-guided networks

Mark Theile – Chief Strategy Officer, Apcera
•
•
•
•
•

Does consulting, onboard advising for people moving to the cloud
o Tries to make it seamless
Cloud is one platform of several for delivering applications
o Each cloud has specific type of capability
o Moving could to mission critical applications
Try to free IT departments’ resources
o Most are flat and want to reduce expenses
§ Moving from x86 to GPU chips
Human equation – can’t force hardware solutions on people when selling the cloud
o Want to be equipment agnostic
o Need to sell service and not see the cloud as a way to sell hardware
Last time we will see extra capacity we don’t know how to use was in early 2000s

Kireeti Kompella – CTO Juniper Development and Innovation, Juniper Networks
•
•

•

Integrated and disaggregated systems
Relevance of network operators as service providers
o Don’t always know the software side of things including how to maintain
systems
o But have a lot of the infrastructure in place
Want to do security at several levels – application level, network level etc.
o Usually a human error, so want security redundancy

Other panel discussion topics
•

Does Fog and IOT enable network service providers to get back into the cloud.
o Cloud guys do new features on a daily basis, speed of change is not what
the network guys are good at (usually two years to deploy).
o The real money is in services that leverage the network.
o Jevons Paradox (read on Wikipedia) - usage increases with ease of use
and lower cost.

•

Network and datacenter capacity will get used up
o VR and upstream will be huge drivers of network capacity and growth.
o Machine learning is now beating software
o AWS used to rent small medium and large CPUs, now renting GPUs.

•

Hybrid multi cloud fog is the direction
o Rise of hybrids, virtual private, public, collo all have a role
o The cloud traditionally from more hyper scale datacenters but now much
more dispersed to the edges
o Moving to self-driving networks using AI.
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C. Exploring Innovations Around Three Buzz Words: Cloud, IoT, and
5G
Minoru Etoh – Senior VP & GM, Innovation Management Department, NTT
DOCOMO and President & CEO Mirai Translate and Guest Professor, Osaka
University
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

Power of public cloud
o Programmable, Copyable and Commodifiable
Software is powerful
o Cloud is a software defined platform
o Small companies can copy it
Machine intelligence landscape has lots of autonomous entities
o IoT and machine intelligence segment are similar
IoT = ICT + OT (Operational Technologies), where cloud enhances ICT
5G x IoT x Cloud
o New combination makes new innovation
§ 5G + something wireless = something new
Historically NTT DOCOMO got 230x peak speed over 10 years
o Doubled every 18 months – almost Moore’s law
§ Smaller cells, smaller waves
§ 60 Mbps with one macro cell now in Tokyo
o Can get a 300x improvement, with 12 small cells for one macro.
o Will have 1) small cell; 2) shorter wave (mm waves); and 3) many antennas
to get to faster speeds in the future
o Maybe 1 GHz bandwidth channels at 20 GHz
Massive machine type communications + ? = Innovation X
Ultrareliable communications + ? = Innovation X
AI will get us to autonomous control for robots in 3-5 years
o Construction and agriculture
o 5G can transmit 4K image to cloud which can recognize and transmit back
manipulations

D. Mobile and Wireless: Where We are and What Comes Next
Gary Kim – Founder, Spectrum Futures - INTERVIEWER
Charles Fan – CTO, Cheetah Mobile
•
•
•

Cheetah is a mobile app company – 6 years old
3rd largest non-game app developer in the world, 600 million users
o Computer utility apps to fee calling app to other things
o Started in China, now 80% are international
Humans are different from other animals
o Can connect and collaborate in very large groups
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•
•

•

•
•

o Ability to process and generate information and build new knowledge on top
of it
o Internet has made this much more efficient
§ Biggest leap since the printing press
§ Search and social networks are critical
• Social networks make relationship issues explicit
Internet brings new business models
o Consumer facing data centers paved the way for the cloud
o Customers interaction can be different
Next 25 years
o AI is the buzzword for 2016
§ Major technology trend for next several years
• Provides way for Internet to have a “heart” or “brain”
• Allows Internet to initiate action – no longer passive to human
beings behind it
§ New AI app – News Republic – an active information App
• Content aggregation and crystallization app
• Platform called Spark
• Use above to personalize content for people without having to
enter search terms – even before you log in
o Data is the OIL – more and more ways to get info
o Pushes data in front of you
o AI technology milestones now
§ Machine can now beat best humans in game of GO (Complex Asian
game)
• Due to advances in “deep learning” – neural networks
• Machine can now recognize images such as cats in pictures
and even beat people due to deep learning (in seeing)
§ Wave breakthroughs now also in hearing as well
§ New translation algorithm for google translate with an 8 layer
network
• No longer need to have 10,000 models
o 100 languages into 100 languages
• Have a deep underlying model for languages
o Now only order on N, not N-squared
§ Above is why AI has come to the forefront
Anything more powerful than algorithms
o AI democratized algorithms
o Data becomes differentiation to performance of algorithm than the quality of
the algorithm
o Computing is also important
In the future, there will be fewer engineering jobs as AI will take it over
o Categorizing, repetitive knowledge work will be replaced
Hard for machines to ask questions

(Armand’s comment: Dr. Fan’s discussion was powerful. In these notes, it’s hard to do
justice to his ability to explain complex technical innovations in a way that
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simultaneously shows a deep appreciation of the market and social environment in
which they exist. It was, in my view, perhaps the highlight of the conference)

E. The Global Network Challenge: How to Build and Connect
Networks of the Future
Chip Pickering – CEO, INCOMPAS – MODERATOR
•

5G will drive major fiber deployment

Dan Davis – VP Strategy & Corp Business Development, CenturyLink
•
•

•

Networks are expensive to deploy
Will need more fiber density with 5G
o How will ecosystem work together to pay for it?
o Will need innovative structures
§ Focus on the customer/end users
§ Focus on how to add value to each other as partners
§ Focus on own core competencies
o Requires a different approach/mindset to make this happen
Trends
o Requirements for lower latency that are enabled by 5G
o Moving more content to the edge
o Eventually computing to the edge

Robert Pepper, Head, Global Connectivity Policy and Planning, Facebook
•
•

•

•

Still a four billion people who aren’t connected
o Want to grow network in all areas of globe
Model is now an open-access model
o Share capacity and access to fiber
o Not a wholesale model of buying bandwidth
§ New relationships between network operators and content providers
What about people who don’t have infrastructure?
o Have a group to identify what is missing in certain areas
o Need to develop technologies for these areas
§ One example is the Facebook’s drone program - Aquila
• Drones meshed with laser to provide backhaul where there is
now
§ Another example is Terragraph – a project using V-band on
lightpoles and similar infrastructure – to get high capacity
connections into certain neighborhoods in Mumbai
o Using open access/open source to solve gaps and make available to
anyone
Demand is driven by web scale companies that creates revenue opportunities for
network operators
o Old models about how you buy connectivity don't work anymore
o MAREA cable (Virginia Beach to Bilbao, Spain)
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JV – Facebook, Microsoft and Telefonica – 160 terabytes of potential
capacity
• Starting to see this type of collaboration globally
Every wireless operator needs fiber deep into the networks even if connections are
going to be wireless
TIP – Telecommunication Infrastructure Project
o Trying to drive costs down using a variety of technologies
§

•
•

Don MacNeil – CTO, EdgeconnX
•

•

In context of new agreements, EdgeconnX is a “peacemaker” by adding more
locations for content offload
o Takes some of the issues off the table by adding more efficiency
§ Allows edge provides to scale efficiently
§ 30 edge datacenters to flatten the network
o Huge amount of traffic for new networks
Future trends
o Faster adoption by enterprises of the cloud
§ Underlying architecture on the edge will need to change

F. Futureproofing Tomorrow’s Carriers Today
John Tanner – Editor, Disruptive Asia – MODERATOR
Marc Halbfinder – CEO PCCW Global
•
•
•

•

•

Need to give people infrastructure they don’t have
Need to work closer at the service provider level
Disruption is something to embrace
o Delivered by software not hardware
o Need to most to almost all software-based world as fast as possible
o Teleco need to get smart people in the software world like those in Silicon
Valley etc.
§ Need to partner to have access to these people
§ Geography is less important due to virtual processes now available
Need to accept automation and automate things as much as possible to allows
other to provision over telecom networks without roadblocks
o Much knowledge is in younger generation – need to acquire new skills
faster
o Challenges over who owns customer under new models
Likely to have consolidation in the sector
o Hong Kong is likely a window into the future – one of the leading markets
that if far down the road in the B to C world
o AR/VR will require lots more bandwidth, but may be sold differently

Stephan Ho – CEO CITIC Telecom international and CPC Limited
•

We are in cross-roads as we were in the 1980s
o People don’t know what’s going on or what to expect
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•

•
•
•

o But people are more sophisticated, so it’s less scary
Challenge is how to gear-up organization to sell the new solutions so customers
can benefit from them
o No longer just transport
o OTT’s are creating new opportunities, not enemies
Days of traditional telcos and selling circuits are not sustainable
o Can make disruption part of value stack and make it part of the solution
Lack of API and open standards is a problem, but getting better
o Network is getting more intelligent – this AI is part of the future
Future proof is a myth

(Armand’s comment: brutally honest assessment of challenges facing the sector)
Andrew Kwok – President, International & Carrier Business, Hutchison Global
Communications, Limited
•

•

•
•

Building infrastructure is fundamental and a bigger focus than cost allocation
between stakeholders etc.
o Need to answer question about whether infrastructure investment makes
sense in a specific project
o How do calculate your return?
Need to embrace OTT, but also figure out how to get money from those
relationship
o Add value to their customer bases
o Add free services and other connections
o Use the above to offer a service where people don’t count the cost/bit
Need make changes but maintain some of traditional services
o Can’t all be bottom-up
§ Business model changes need to be to-down
Success will be in being able to evolve fast

(Armand’s comment: carriers are facing significant pressures to their historical
business model/approach – not unlike those facing the satellite FSS sector)

G. Executive Insight Roundtable 6: The Spectrum Revolution:
Where, What, Why, How?
Gary Kim – Founder Spectrum Futures – MODERATOR
Pierre de Vries – Senior Fellow & Co-Director of Spectrum Policy Initiative, U.
Colorado
Kalpak Gude – President Dynamic Spectrum Alliance
K. Armand Musey – President and Founder, Summit Ridge Group, LLC (Armand’s
comment: That’s me!)

Tricia Paoletta – Partner, Harris Wilshire & Grannis, LLP
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o
o

Lively debate about spectrum policy issues
Little consensus on anything other than that spectrum sharing in a variety of forms will
expand available spectrum – created a provocative discussion
o Lack of consensus as to whether spectrum is a revolution or not?
§ Pierre de Vries says no, but Tricia Paoletta (5G air interface, etc.) and
Kalpak Gude (sharing methods) say yes
o Lack of consensus as to how spectrum sharing will (or won’t) impact business
models
§ Will spectrum sharing allow new entrants and reduce profits or simply
allow progress of technologies that require additional spectrum?
o Lack of consensus about rate of IoT adoption
§ Armand Musey believes it might be slower than expected while Robert
Pepper, Paoletta believes the opposite
o Lack of consensus related to infrastructure investment in an unlicensed
environment
§ Robert Pepper does not believe lack of exclusivity will reduces
investment while Armand Musey believes it will; Paoletta and Gude
thinks new FCC will support both licensed and unlicensed
o
Lack of consensus on impact of unlicensed spectrum on spectrum prices
§
Armand Musey believe it will lower prices (Incentive auction and
recent trends in global auctions); Paoletta thinks exclusivity still has
value; timing, range and amount dictate proceeds; Gude believes
carrier business model changes, along with future auctions being for
higher frequency bands, will lower auction prices unrelated to
unlicensed spectrum availability.

H. Executive Insight Roundtable 7: Strategic Directions for an
Uncertain Future
John Tanner – Editor, Disruptive Asia - MODERATOR
Sean Bergin – President & Co-founder, APTelecom
•

•
•
•
•
•

Businesses have had to change to deal with new customers
o Profiles of customers have changed dramatically
o People that own products/content don't have control over the user
experience - this under control of network
Need to turn data/analytics to find something you can sell
Huge changes over last two decades
o Budgets are the same, but what you get for your money has gotten bigger
Do you need to innovate if all is going well – a wholesaler for example?
Pre-deregulation Singapore was less innovative
o Competition helps innovation
iPhones are popular due to content
o Telecos can’t create all of the content
§ Need partnerships to do this

(Armand’s comment: Interesting acknowledgement of carriers’ dependence on content
providers to drive traffic. Innovation that increases capacity/lowers price, however, is
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somewhat independent of content development, leaving telcos exposed to factors
somewhat out of their control)
Kevin Aeng Keong Lim – Chief Commercial Officer, Star Hub
•

•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Biggest opportunity comes in the form of having more insights into your business
and data
o Need to concentrate analytics/intelligence to leverage carrier data and
customer data
o IoT is about collecting data from devices
Partnership need to happen
o Too many skills would need to be acquired too quickly w/out partnership
§ No one organization can do everything
Is the data you are able to collect going to help?
o Customer doesn’t know that they can or what to do until they see the data
Recognize the challenge of innovating as an infrastructure provider
o VOIP was delayed as it impacted voice
o Now moved innovation group out of business development group to give
them more autonomy
Even Singapore regulators know they need to regulate OTT and the telcom
companies and bring the two together
If you don’t separate the innovation arm from business arm you can get problems
o Need to look far enough ahead to see value of new technology
o Business innovation is as important as technology innovation
But need to spend more on R&D
o It is in the plan
Change needs to be a top-down approach
o Leadership needs to recognize it

Vivek Manglik - SVP & Head, Voice and Roaming Solutions, Bharti Airtel Limited
•
•
•

Trying to understand pattern of demand creation
Thought processes are changing at telcos
o Looking more at innovation
Not threatened by new ideas anymore

Darrin Webb – COO, Telstra
•

•
•

People who are great at innovation are usually not the ones who build themselves,
but partner with others as needed
o Innovation/partnering is not something that comes naturally to the telco
sector
Need to balance innovation with infrastructure
Telstra has three startup accelerators
o Create opportunities to innovate
o Top innovations have come from more underdeveloped countries
§ Necessity is the mother of invention
§ Innovation can come from other areas
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•
•

Innovation comes from places where people have a motivation to do something
different
o Need a business driver to make it happen
People want to think they are doing something for the greater good
o Telcos are now getting popular as doing good things for communities

I. Evening Reception
•

On Great Lawn of Hilton Hawaiian Village
o Western theme
o Photo below

J. Joe Weinman’s Annual Dinner
•
•

Dinner at Azure in the Royal Hawaiian Hotel
o Nicely organized 5 course prix-fixe dinner
o Unfortunately, Joe was not able to attend due to a family illness
Dinner conversation
o Learned about how the speed of light is slower in fiber connections and
about right-of-way agreements for fiber
o Continued ongoing industry arguments with Dr. Robert Pepper (now at
Facebook)
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V.

Day 3 (Wednesday January 18, 2017)

A. Research Topical Session 11: Approaches to Managing
Broadband, Spectrum and User Perspective
Heather Hudson – Affiliate Professor, Institute of Social and Economic
Research, University of Alaska – Moderator
Kang Nyeon Lee – Doctoral Student, Sung Kyun Kwan University
•
•

•
•

People tend to reveal their political beliefs on Twitter and Reddit
o (Armand’s comments: this seems obvious, but I did not understand the
implications for social/market research until he discussed it in this manner)
Hard to understand, but I think he was essentially saying that social media is a
goldmine for personal data
o People reveal things that are harder to find via other methods
o Can be accessed via textual analysis that can now be automated better
than before
Has interesting marketing/privacy implications
IR firms are doing lots of machine generated messages that can strategically
manage public impressions – can be a challenge when analyzing data
o Need to be tracked one by one

Maria Massaro – Doctoral Student, Department of Technology Management and
Economics, Chalmers University of Technology
•
•
•

•
•

Looks at role of EU as global actor in radio regulation via WRC
o Focused on mobile broadband services
Initial findings are that EU is losing leadership role in WRC
Background
o ITU Region 1 has four group – Europe, Northern Asia, Middle East, Africa
o Sector members can’t participate in decision making, but can attend as
participants
o EU decisions are binding on all EU member states with respect to their
participation in WRC
o Looked at WRC 2007, 2012 and 2015
EU has not been able to lead in recent WRC’s
o Lead by theories of international relations
o To increase influence on agenda, actors build coalitions
Three factors for decline of EU leadership
o EU has not been able to contain pressure from African and Arab countries
o EU has not been able to make alliances
o EU as a global actor has diminished as more countries now participate,
diluting the EU’s power
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•
•
•
•

Sustainability of WRC can be compromised due to the number of participants and
the variety of issues
EU has observer status in the WRC
EU is a direct actor in WTO
(Armand’s comment: Not sure how much of the dilution of Europe’s influence in
WRC might simply be an appropriate reaction/consequence of increased
participation by developing countries since 2007 as wireless has become more
important to them)

Hyung Bo Shim – Master’s student, Department of Interaction Science,
Sungkyunkwan University
•
•
•

How AI is constructed by people and social constructs
o Process -à Knowledge, persuasion, decision, implementation, confirmation
Collected data from news related to AI
Shows that people increasingly see AI as a threat to humans and a powerful force
to eliminate jobs
o We are now closer to “decision” process able implementing AI
o Need to create more positive associations with AI to facilitate its
development

B. Is there Capital for the Cloud?
Tim Horan – Managing Director, Communications and Cloud Services Research,
Oppenheimer & Co – MODERATOR
•

New types of capital - Handset financing has boomed

Richard Lukaj, Senior Managing Director, Bank Street Group
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Cloud is still dominant theme, but everything is being discussed as Cloud
Need more capital to meet demand
We see complementary solutions emerge
o Likely to see edge infrastructure located new towers, colos etc. over the
next 3-5 years
o Will result in lower latency, lower prices, greater resiliency
§ Will complement next generation activities
Seeing new innovations with respect to interconnectivity
o Lots of demand for broadband capacity
Hard to raise capital for datacenter if you are at cost of capital/economy of scale
disadvantage if you try to compete with majors
o Need to focus on niche markets
New securitization technologies including for consumer finance applications
Low cost of capital may come with constraints that hurt long-term growth – may be
better to get more expensive capital with fewer constraints
Not sure industry needs government-backed capital for infrastructure
o Might squeeze-out capital for other projects
Money isn’t hard to find – question is the right money for the projects
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•

(Armand’s comment: No predictions, but easy access to capital is often the
situation before an oversupply scenario becomes obvious).

Andy Power – CFO, Digital Realty
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

One of largest data centers – equity value ~$22B
Hyper-scale users are becoming more important
Demand exceeds supply, growing 25% this year
Important to be global and have lots of product
Bulk of growth capital (up to $1B) are concentrated on campuses
o Revenue Split 70% US, 20% Europe and 10% Asia
§ Possible room to increase penetration in Asia but will be
opportunistic with expansion
Capital is available
o Differentiation between the “haves” and “have nots”
More efficient providers can raise money quickly in both debt and equity
(Armand’s comment – see my comment about easy access to capital often being a
precursor to oversupply)
New administration may provide tax and capital opportunities
o Could also cause inflation

C. IT Security in the Digital Economy
(Armand’s comment: Coverage of this session is partial - I missed part of the session
as I had to take a business phone call)
Margaret Dawson, Global Product Marketing, Red Hat
John Bandler – Founder, Bandler LLC
•
•
•

Both sides (defense and intruders) will use AI
Thinks government needs to do a better job with cybersecurity
Has forthcoming book

Jim Reavis – Co-Founder & CEO, Cloud Security Alliance
•
•
•
•
•

AI is close to level of effectiveness of human analysts in many situations
o Will soon surpass and replace humans
Can’t set back-door for government
o Creates front door for hackers
o Hurts US companies abroad
Companies may leave the US if the security requirement are too problematic
Information security works like a private fire department
o Only protects our own home and ignore the fire next door
§ Need to work better together
Government is becoming less relevant in securing private people
o Government needs to focus on protecting their own data first
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D. IoT Impact on Carriers and Data Centers
Anthony Rossabi – Managing Director, Colocation & Connectivity Digital
Realities - MODERATOR
Malle Kaiser – VP, Sales, Coresite
•
•
•
•
•
•

Coresite owns and operates 19 datacenters across the US
o Largescale campuses
o Data that can come out if device is amazing
Need to be able to filter data better to remove noise
o Are enterprises collecting data going to be able to do it themselves?
o Will they go the cloud?
Coresite sees access to cloud and network for this data as opportunity
Network needs are growing with data
Self-driving cars need lots of data, and for it to always be on and available
IoT has been with us for a while
o Evolving from info for operator to sharing with user
o Will create lots of learning by companies about their customers etc.

Hiroyuiki Morikawa – Professor, Research Center for Advanced Science and
Technology, University of Tokyo
•
•

•
•

Reforming business to adjust to new types of data and datasets and data
manipulation including block chain technology
Need to change the structure of the datacenter
o Will need to be more distributed
o Need to plan for more dynamic data flow
o Will need to move data from one data center to another
§ Large amount of traffic
Data packets are now different and have more variety
o Requires adaptation
Some countries limit use of data
o May hamper rollout of self-diving car
o May hamper IoT rollout
o Need freer flow of data to make these things work
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